PRESSING
ON
Re-invention of
the daily news
An era lasting 163 years ended when the Taranaki
Daily News printing press shut down for the last
time on May 15. JIM TUCKER looks at the
implications of big changes at our local rag:
In 2004, a man in America suggested that the world’s last newspaper
could be printed in 2044.
That’s now less than a generation away. If Philip Meyer was right,
papers like the Taranaki Daily News will disappear in fewer than 30
years.
The trouble is, that’s not exactly what he said, although that hasn’t
stopped his “prediction” becoming lore, especially among the
newspaper industry’s rivals in broadcasting and online publishing.
In his 2004 book, The Vanishing Newspaper, the US journalistturned-academic used a couple of graphs that showed a steep drop in
the number of Americans reading a paper each day (down from 70
percent in 1965 to half that by 2003).
He noted: “Try extending (the) line with a straight edge, and it shows
us running out of daily readers in March 2044.”

But he added a rider: “Please don't take that
observation as a prediction. Straight-line trends do
not continue indefinitely. Nature likes to throw us
curves.”
No matter. The damage was done, and no amount
of explaining by Meyer - and his book, updated
with a second edition in 2009, does that in great
detail - has swayed those who are convinced the
advent of the internet and social media spell the
finish of newspapers.
So where does that leave the Daily News, which at
last official count was still selling 17,791 copies
a day, and has been the province’s prime source
of news, advertising, social information and
political exchange for more than a century and a
half?
This story is about what is being done to ensure
Meyer’s faux prediction will not be fulfilled, at
least in the lifetime of most of us who’ve had a
paper in our daily experience for as long as we can
remember.

S

o here’s the scene, back in 2000, cemented
in my memory because it’s the week my
mum died. Just before that happened, I’d
spent a couple of nights at the Daily News
office, courtesy of the paper’s subediting bench,
attempting to brush up on subbing skills.
The first surprise was the arrival of a male sub in
a bright red woman’s dress: it was to mark “wear
something red day” or some such nonsense.
It was one of many creative diversions, such as
indoor cricket played with a screwed up wad of
paper and a plastic bat, impressions from a
popular TV sitcom (“Suits you, sir”), and a twonight quest to write the perfect headline for a story
about a Northland man prosecuted for copulating
with a cow.

friend declined, saying it seemed inappropriate
considering what was happening.
The news editor turned on his television and saw
for himself. He rang a subeditor colleague and
they worked furiously to remake the first few
news pages of the paper.
When subscribers hauled it out of their letterboxes
next day they were looking at one of only two
newspapers in the country that day to carry full
coverage of the 9/11 tragedy.
That wouldn’t be possible today. The last deadline
now is 8.20pm, to accommodate a recent change
to printing the paper at Petone. It takes five hours
to truck the papers back to New Plymouth, so the
Daily News has gone from having the latest final
deadlines in the Fairfax NZ group to the earliest.
We’ll get to that change later.
What’s happened to subeditors is an integral part
of this story. Former Fairfax journalist Rachel
Buchanan’s 2013 book Stop Press gives a
gruelling account of how the working lives of
Australasian journalists, especially subeditors,
have been radically changed.

Beneath the tomfoolery, however, there was a
serious level of professionalism, a pride in the
paper, and making sure what came out the next
day was as good as it could get.

The individual newspaper subs bench has gone,
replaced about six years ago by a phenomenon
called the “sub hub”, a centralised, mass
production approach.

That was profoundly illustrated when planes flew
into New York’s World Trade Centre on
September 11, 2001, in the early hours of the
morning New Zealand time.

One hub did numerous papers. Some subs even
worked from home. A single subeditor could do
all the world news pages for all the Fairfax papers;
one here in New Plymouth still does.

The Daily News had already gone to bed after its
last deadline about 1am, and the news editor
logged online to a friend in the US for his
customary wind-down game of backgammon. The

In 2011, a hub started up by Fairfax in Wellington
employed a bunch of new graduates from my
journalism school and put them to work editing
stories for papers in Australia.

For Fairfax in Australia, it was good economics to
employ the cheap labour of graduates in another,
less-well-paid country, New Zealand, to replace
what had become an expensive anachronism, the
subs bench. Too bad the graduates had yet to gain
real experience of journalism, once a minimum
requirement for subeditors.
The sub hub, however, is already being partly
usurped by frighteningly rapid change.
The latest idea adopted by Fairfax is
something called “right first time”.
This puts most of the responsibility
back on reporters to write flowing,
accurate, legally safe and compelling
stories – complete with two alternative
headlines, as well as photo captions that can be published straight onto the
interweb with minimal processing by
anyone else.

generated the creativity a publication needs to
thrive.
Fairfax seems to think he may have been right. It
has wiped 150 journalist jobs from its books, and
offered 170 new positions. Many of those “disestablished” are older, experienced people, a good
number of them subeditors.

R

yan Evans is a name that will
be much more familiar to
readers of the Daily News
than Philip Meyer. It’s a name
(called a “byline” in newspaper
parlance) that has appeared in the
paper’s columns since 2007,
speaking out mostly from under the
headlines of countless news stories.

There were once as many as seven
checkpoints negotiated by a newspaper
story – chief reporter, news editor, chief
subeditor, subeditor, copyholder and
proof-reader, page proof subeditor and “stone”
subeditor on the production floor. Now there’s
one or two.

In recent years, it has been less
conspicuous because Evans (left)
has been the paper’s chief reporter,
a role requiring him to be an
organiser rather than a writer. Now,
though, it appears in a very special
place, the opinions page, in the space that names
those in charge: Ryan Evans is the editor.

How well it works can be judged by any practised
eye: mistakes abound, although not in numbers
that might have been expected.

At age 34, he is easily the youngest person ever to
hold the position at the Daily News, probably by a
couple of decades.

Surprisingly, it may not have much impact on
newspaper sales. Research done by the American,
Philip Meyer, showed most people don’t notice
and those who do don’t much care. The only thing
that registers negatively is a misspelled name.

The title is somewhat different from the one held
by his predecessors, the last being Roy Pilott,
editor from 2010 until May, 2015.

One can only imagine the reaction to one such
glitch during June flooding in Taranaki, when the
Daily News named the head of civil defence as
David Leask.
His name is David Lean. He is consistently the
most voted-for candidate in Taranaki Regional
Council elections, and was the subject of 39
newspaper scrapbooks kept by his children when
he served several terms as New Plymouth mayor.
So, where subeditors were once considered the
power centre of a newspaper, the focus now is on
generating content – stories, photographs, videos,
graphics, arresting headlines.
Not everyone in the print industry will disagree
with that. The founding editor of Metro magazine
in Auckland, Warwick Roger, once described
subs as passive contributors, whereas reporters

While Evans is listed simply as “editor” in the
paper, Fairfax publicity names him as is one of
several people with the new title of “regional
editor”.
It signals a shift of emphasis from the group’s
traditional focus on newspapers, towards the
headlight that’s been coming down the tracks for
more than a decade – the internet.
Evans’ first responsibility is to get Taranaki news
posted on the internet via the company’s
successful news site, Stuff.co.nz, which now has
the fourth highest readership of any website in the
country. His other main role is getting the news
part of the paper filled every day.
What kind of brave new world must Evans
engage? For a start, his qualifications seem ideal.
Unlike the last two editors (who were imported
from other parts of the Fairfax chain) he’s a
Taranakian.

He knows plenty about one of province’s
economic pillars, the dairy industry, having grown
up and worked on the family farm in Ratapiko. He
went to Inglewood High School before heading
off to get a bachelor’s degree in history, and travel
overseas, including work as a roofer in Brisbane.
He returned to be in the first intake of Fairfax’s
innovative journalism internship in 2007, doing a
year at the highly regarded Aoraki Journalism
School in Timaru.
A fellow graduate from the same internship
programme, Jonathon Howe, is one of the other
new regional editors, based at the Manawatu
Standard in Palmerston North.
Tech-savvy and comfortable with the pervasive
impacts of online media, the pair and their fellow
appointees, anointed to take charge at most of the
provincial Fairfax papers this year, are the new
generation editors.
Are they old enough? In this situation, which calls
for considerable upheaval of old values, being
relatively youthful and open to new ideas is an
advantage.
It’s debatable how many miles you need on the
clock before you accept responsibilities like those
of a provincial newspaper editor, which have
traditionally included oversight of the paper’s
content and attendant legal liabilities, the
relationship with readers, fronting at the
communities’ numerous events and functions,
appointing staff and managing them, and guiding
the paper’s editorial stance on local issues.
At least one of those functions - expressing views
through editorials – seems to have disappeared,
with the leader space almost always occupied
these days by something generic delivered from
Fairfax HQ.
They used to be the responsibility of the deputy
editor, but provincial newspapers dispensed with
those to save money years ago.
The central regional editors now report to a chief
editor - in this case Wellington-based Bernadette
Courtney, also editor of the Dominion-Post. How
much that further dissipates what was left of
editorial independence is hard to say.
To be fair, the power of provincial editors began
eroding from the moment families started selling
out their newspapers to the chains, a process that
began in New Zealand when Auckland Star owner
NZ News Limited bought the Daily News and
Taranaki Herald back in 1962.

All of Fairfax Media New Zealand’s editorial
operations now come under a single umbrella
headed by Sinead Boucher, the group executive
editor.
So what does Evans have to work with? In terms
of journalist bums on seats, reporting strength has
diminished by about 25 percent compared with
previous regimes this century.
Back in the middle fortnight of June, 2007, when
Jonathan Mackenzie was editor, 15 bylines
(reporters’ names) appeared on the first half dozen
news pages, which also carried a few stories by
the farming editor and two sports reporters. There
were 12 general news reporters.
During a similar period in 2010 there were still 12
news reporters. By June this year, it was down to
nine, with a few stories also contributed by the
farming reporter.
The number of local news stories has dropped by
the same proportion, slipping from an average of
16 a day in 2007 to 12 in June this year.
Meantime, the news space they are expected to fill
has got bigger, because there are fewer
advertisements. With Fairfax showing no signs of
drastically reducing the size of its newspapers to
save money, readers looking solely for news
appear to be getting a better deal than ever.
But appearances can be deceptive. It depends on
how much local news you want. With the paper
now having about 10 percent more news space on
the first five or six pages, local reporting staff
cannot be expected to fill it all, or even provide a
local lead story for each page.
Local stories usually lead the first two or three
pages, but after page two a lot of space is being
filled with stories from other Fairfax papers, and
from what the industry calls “verticals”.
These are structures within the company that have
national teams reporting on specialist content
areas like sport, farming, business, politics and
many others that are now used to fill news and
feature pages.
There are some big pluses in that for Daily News
readers. They get access to the newspaper group’s
top writers and columnists. Topics like food,
fashion, technology and the arts receive extensive
attention in numerous well-designed pages
(although it’s noticeable that some content has
already appeared on Stuff days before print gets
it).

Sport often occupies several pages, and the
reportage is extensive, magnificently so when
there are major events in New Zealand like the
cricket and the under-20 soccer world cups.
When augmented by widespread local sports
coverage – until recently provided by three Daily
News sports staff - the result is impressive, though
that may change with the departure of two of the
three. Ryan Evans promises there will be
replacements of some kind.
The upshot of all this is that when those
responsible for putting stories and photos into the
Daily News’ news pages run out of material about
Taranaki, they can choose from the latest
offerings by Fairfax papers elsewhere.
It’s why we see photographs of people from
Paraparaumu, Timaru, Blenheim, Nelson, the
Hutt Valley, and other distant parts appearing with
stories that are not always of much interest here.
Technological advances adopted by the Fairfax
news gathering system have made its news
operation drastically efficient.
One challenge faced by today’s reporters is the
pre-determined word count imposed on some
stories so they can be fitted into spaces already
allotted on a page template. A story’s length may
be decided before the first call to news sources is
made.
How about the scope of reporting? Ryan Evans
says his reporters will continue with the timehonoured practice of news rounds (areas of
interest). Coverage of the staples of local news the three “c’s” (councils, cops and court) –
remains much the same.
Some priorities appear to have changed over time.
Comparisons with the past show that stories about
the environment have dropped away, but recently
there have been more about health and education.
There has also been a marked improvement in the
Daily News’ coverage of the Maori community,
including a ground-breaking series on the
province’s marae.
A noticeable recent change was to restore page
two to being a full news page, after unfortunate
experiments with a generic Fairfax group page,
whose worst feature was the appearance of
photographs of people who lived a long way from
Taranaki.
Using bigger photographs (compared with a
decade ago) and more of them helps fill the news

hole. Full pages of pictures appear regularly now,
which gets more local faces on the pages.
Some centres of interest in the province get less
coverage these days. Taranaki Regional Council,
for instance, is barely scrutinised, which is
unfortunate, given the council is a key monitor of
both economic pillars, the farming and energy
industries.
Farming is well covered on the Thursday farming
pages, but oil stories are largely absent. Finding
out what happens on major energy installations
like the offshore Maui gas field platform relies on
unusual circumstance, such as when the field
operator had to apply for a renewal of its licence.
Again to be fair, that’s not entirely new; few oil
stories were published in the same period in 2007
and 2010, mostly because energy company public
relations flacks are adept at keeping their
employers out of the hard news columns.
That was demonstrated when the fracking
controversy that first arose here in 2011 began
with a story by a student at Witt’s journalism
school.
On the subject of Witt, the Daily News has
benefited from a flow of free stories written by
journalism students since 1998, and reciprocated
by employing great numbers of them.
In a unique move in New Zealand, the journalism
school moved to the Daily News building a few
years ago, thus embedding about a dozen eager
news-producers in the heart of the newsroom.
The school had to move out when the Daily News
renovated its building on the corner of Currie and
Powderham Sts last year. Since the course
returned to Witt’s main campus enrolments have
fallen away so much it has been closed.

T

he effects the internet and its devil spawn,
social media, are having on the good health
of newspapers have been researched and
debated for at least a couple of decades.
You could say that the headline for this article
ought to read “The Slow Re-Invention of the
Taranaki Daily News”, because the paper has
been quietly devolving since the first impact of
computers in 1975. It has seemed impregnable in
its geographic comfort zone. Change has been
sedate, often imperceptible, mostly behind the
scenes.
But now that’s all changed. The dive in sales of
the paper has steepened, the migration of lucrative

classified advertising to the interweb is almost
complete, overall advertising content is at an
all-time low, and profits have continued to
dwindle.
Sales of the Daily News have dropped 33.5
percent since 2000, with most of that (30 per
cent) happening since 2007.
Alarming though that seems, in fact the paper
has fared better than most. Since 2000, the
number of New Zealand dailies has dropped
from 28 to 21, and overall sales have plunged
nearly 40 per cent (down 315,000 from 791,000
a day to 478,000, according to the Audit Bureau
of Circulation’s March numbers).
In the last year alone, Daily News circulation fell
six percent, with all eight of its sister daily papers
in the Fairfax NZ chain showing a similar trend.
I examined issues over the last decade, comparing
content – news and advertising – during June in
2007, 2010 and 2015.
Subscribers are still getting the same number of
pages each day – 20 to 24, with 60-plus on
Saturday. The number hasn’t varied much since
2007.
A crude measure of newspaper viability has
traditionally been the ratio of advertising to
editorial (news) content, and in the halcyon days
up to the 1980s papers aimed for a weekly average
of 65 percent ads.
By 2007, the Daily News was down to 50%, but
like most surviving newspapers was still
profitable because of production cost savings.
According to Meyer, those savings only lasted a
couple of decades, however, so by June this year
something else was going to be needed - the Daily
News average weekly ad ratio is down to about 35
percent.
Continued loss of what media magnate Rupert
Murdoch once called the “rivers of gold” – the
classified ads - hasn’t helped. The Daily News still
averaged 30 pages of classified ads a week in
June, 2007, but by 2010 that number had shrunk
to 20, and in June this year the average was just
above 15.
The biggest general classified ad day, Saturday,
declined from 17 pages in 2007 to fewer than 10
in June this year, those boosted by display ads
from the car companies.
Note that I use the term “general” classified
advertising. The reason is that one sector although not strictly speaking classified

advertising - has increased markedly in recent
years: property.
Property ad space in the Daily News has doubled
since 2007. From December, 2011, Saturday’s
paper has included a massive tabloid add-on,
Property Weekly, which has 60 to 70 pages or
more, all but seven or eight of them carrying
advertisements for homes.
Where once advertising costs were part of a real
estate agent’s fee for selling a house, these days
sellers meet those as a separate cost. It may run to
thousands of dollars, some destined for Property
Weekly.
There can’t be much doubt that this once-a-week
advertising bonanza – along with the equivalent of
four broadsheet pages of ads in the Tuesday
motoring tabloid - is mostly what keeps the
enterprise afloat.
Which begs the question – just how much
freeboard does it still have, and what is Fairfax
doing to prolong the voyage?
Part of the answer is found in a report called
Outlook: Australian Entertainment and Media
2015-2019: Newspapers, put out by business
consultants PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC). It
gives a broad picture of newspaper trends that are
likely to apply to New Zealand, as well.
The report includes the activities of the Daily
News’ owner, which is part of Australia’s Fairfax
Media Limited.
It predicts the $1.5 billion received from the sale
of newspapers in 2010 will drop to $1 billion by
2019. By then, only two thirds of sales revenue is
expected to come from printed newspapers, with
the rest earned by digital (internet) circulation. It
will be read on desktop computers and portable
devices like tablets, cellphones and laptops.

Australian newspapers forecast
by PricewaterhouseCoopers
2015 to 2019

Significant revenue from digital distribution
began showing up in 2013 and is expected to bring
in about $300 million in 2019, partly through the
introduction of sophisticated paywalls and pricing
strategies.
The trend in advertising revenue is similar: $3
billion taken in 2010 is forecast to be only $1.5
billion by 2019, but with digital income – ads on
the likes of Stuff and social media – nearly
equalling that from print.
Fairfax shows up in this report as being the most
aggressive newspaper owner in Australasia when
it comes to what PWC calls “multi-platform”
offerings.
One of those is the digital edition, a clunky old
“legacy” platform that enables subscribers to read
an exact likeness of the paper on a computer,
tablet or cellphone.
Fairfax introduced the service to New Zealand in
2006, hoping it would boost sales. When that
failed to happen, the digital edition - used by only
a couple of hundred of us in Taranaki - was left to
languish. Now the company has revived its
interest and is testing a more user-friendly
version.
Given that newspaper circulation has always
suffered from loss of eyesight among aging
readers, it seems sensible for the company to try
harder to interest the more tech-savvy baby

boomer generation in a product that can be
enlarged and light-adjusted on screen.
There is a spectacular precedent. In 1985, US
newspapers enlarged the main text in newspaper
stories, a move that spread world-wide because it
kept older readers on board for an extra decade or
more.
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n Taranaki, much of the weight of these media
conundrums rests on the shoulders of Adrian
Sole,the Daily News commercial manager.

He’s not a newspaper man. His background is in
other kinds of commerce, most recently the
competitive business of selling coffee. He also
describes himself as a computer geek.
He’s a fresh set of eyes, brought in by Fairfax two
years ago to help steer the creaking enterprise into
another age.
In recent times, Sole has needed all his astuteness.
What should have been a relatively straightforward exercise – switching the printing of the
newspapers (including the company’s two
community papers, Midweek and Star) from New
Plymouth to Petone – has been little short of a
nightmare.
While the Petone press has lived up to
expectations by producing better quality printing
and colour on all pages (vital for modern

advertising), there was a major snafu with
getting the papers wrapped and delivered
on time.
Delivery times in rural areas changed from
early morning to after lunch, a shift that
alienated farmers used to getting their
paper by 6am.
The wrapping problems (the machine
simply wasn’t ready to go) meant late
arrival of the papers on their truck journey
from Wellington to New Plymouth,
sometimes by many hours.
The result: several hundred subscribers in
both urban and rural areas cancelled,
although that was partially offset by some
buying papers from shops, and others were
able to access the digital edition.
Sole (pictured right, with the Daily News
announcement about closing the local
press) was deeply apologetic when
interviewed for this story, but also hopeful
that most of the urban subscribers would
resume delivery once the wrapping
machine was sorted in early July.
Some of the farmers also accepted that the
Fairfax move to get papers delivered by NZ
Post enabled the latter to improve rural
delivery to six days a week. Some conceded they
were getting used to reading the paper later in the
day.
Sole was heartened by the fact some people came
back to their subscriptions after a short time,
saying they missed not getting the paper. He said
it showed the company was producing a product
that was highly valued by readers.
Sole says he is committed to the future of the
Daily News - the newspaper. “Ryan and I have a
duty of care to our community to keep the paper
going, because it is the way we have always
engaged and communicated with the heart and
soul of Taranaki.

Putting colour into the community papers has
offered new opportunities to sell to clients for
whom coloured illustrations are vital, like real
estate agents. At the time of writing, some were
beginning to try ads there.
He says the Daily News advertising ratio is still
sustainable at 35 percent: “We’re holding our
own, if not more than others. The heyday of 50
percent ratios are certainly behind us, and those
days won’t come back.
“And to be frank, maybe that’s not a bad thing,
because some of those ratios were coming via
larger (nationwide) businesses, and we were too
reliant on those full page ads from those big
corporates.”

“The reason we went to Petone was so we could
keep print. The format and how we do it are going
to have to evolve, but what we do, and do so well,
and that is the stories, that’s what we’re going to
continue to do.

Such companies were no longer using papers like
the Daily News as much. “The reality is that a
business that has got a lot of smaller clients that
are constantly advertising is in some ways a lot
better off than one that relies on a few.

“We have a long history around that. We will keep
both platforms (print and digital) for a long, long
time. There’s absolutely no thought of turning the
paper into a tabloid.”

“Yes, we’re still reliant on the motoring and real
estate industries, but we’re certainly no longer
reliant on the larger chains and so on to prop us
up.

“We’re still getting 40 to 50 percent in the
communities, which is about right, because
they’re lower yielding. We don’t make as much
money in the communities, so we need a higher ad
ratio, and also of course we print a lot more
because they have a total market coverage for
South and North Taranaki.”
He is philosophical about the loss of the
classifieds to what he calls “the disruptives”, like
Trade Me (which was briefly owned by Fairfax).
“Even the disruptives are now being disrupted.
You look at Linked-In and social media and how
many have got buy and exchange for free. Now
the Trade Me model has been disrupted.”
At this stage, only a small proportion of Fairfax’s
New Zealand advertising revenue comes from the
digital operation, with most still earned by
newspapers.
Sole says there is a big push to change that. “At
the moment, most of our deals are between the
daily and the communities, but next year a lot will
be in a combination between print and digital,
between the newspapers and Stuff.”
According to Nielsen Online Ratings for May,
2015, the Daily News section of Stuff had a
population reach of seven percent (compared with
16 percent each for The Press and the DominionPost).

“But our strategy is there, and to be frank we are
very unique, and NZ is unique, with Stuff. It is the
only aggregated news-site in the world like that.
Collectively (at a local level, with the newspapers
and Stuff), we have this unique audience and
offering.”
On changes wrought by Fairfax that have seen the
Taranaki operation shrink to two departments
(news and advertising) housed in just the ground
floor of its sprawling central city building, Sole
says it means they will now focus mainly on local
content.
“We don’t do layout; all we do is local, local,
local, and I think that’s absolutely brilliant,
because that’s what’s kept us endeared to the
community for 155 years.”
One change yet to come is shedding the building
that in one form or other has housed a daily paper
since 1852. Fairfax can be expected to sell it, says
Sole, given the company’s recent moves to do the
same with properties that once housed the
Waikato Times in Hamilton and the DominionPost in Wellington.

B

y most measures – looks, content,
professionalism, attitude – the Taranaki
Daily News continues to be a fine
newspaper.

PWC’s forecast that digital advertising will nearly
match print by 2019 intrigues Sole: “I would
suggest that we will be a bit more aggressive than
that and we want to intersect a bit earlier.

The judges in this year’s Canon media awards
certainly thought so, awarding the paper the
annual Newspaper of the Year Award (circulation
up to 30,000) against 16 other papers. It was the
first such win for the paper.

“We’re still very much an extension of our print
model because a lot of our clients are not overly
geared for pure online selling or the online model.

Photographer Charlotte Curd won the prize for
best junior photographer, and the paper got a
highly commended for its design.

An ever-growing (and soon to be
swelled further) legion of former Daily
News staff – now working in public
relations, their gardens or just plain
retired – has been watching all this
with interest.
One such is former editor Lance
Girling-Butcher (pictured here with
guide-dog Yogi), whose term was cut
cruelly short in 2006 by encroaching
blindness brought on by glaucoma. His
time was the last when the newspaper
consistently held its circulation above
25,000.
He thinks Fairfax has gone too soon
with its radical changes, and has shown
too little faith in the value of a newspaper to its
community.
“What a lot of people don’t realise, particularly us
journalists, is that news is not the only thing
people get from their newspapers. They still
remain the only compact, total product that equips
you for your day, and I believe there are just about
as many people who buy the paper for things like
the crossword as buy it for the news.
“One of the problems they’re facing now with the
loss of advertising is those services are losing their
logical set places in the paper, and that’s
frustrating readers as much as late delivery and
mistakes.
“Bad mistakes, too. I think that’s where they’re
letting themselves down. I don’t believe we can
do without subeditors.”
He says another thing the companies don’t appear
to allow for is a big section of the population who
don’t use the internet.
“They don’t want to use the internet, and if they
do they don’t have the agility and skill to find all
the information they can get by just opening a
newspaper. Some of the best journalists I know in
terms of writers are not very technologically
adept. They worry more about writing than what
they write with.
And the loss of editorial voice? “I think that’s
appalling. It’s the same thing – it’s the older, more
settled readers who used to love reading editorials.
And if you notice, the letters-to-the-editor are
diminishing, too, because there’s nothing to
respond to, there’s nothing to stir them up.”
He is particularly concerned about the early last
deadline’s effect on coverage of evening sport,

especially with the provincial rugby competition
won by Taranaki last year about to start again.
He says Taranaki is a place where revolutionary
change is unlikely to work.
“I fully understand what they’re facing, and
nobody wants them to succeed more than I do. But
I think they’ve tipped the slide too steeply. I think
that eventually it will just go to a five-days-aweek publication, with no Saturday edition - a
community paper.”

O

ne of the people driving all this change is
the
afore-mentioned
Bernadette
Courtney, who is a highly successful and
respected editor of the one of Fairfax’s flagship
papers, the Dominion-Post.
In response to my questions about the changes,
she says Fairfax is undergoing a major
transformation across its editorial department,
with a focus on re-engineering the newsrooms and
introducing a world-class approach to digital
storytelling.
“Put simply it is about changing the way we create
and deliver content; making print production
easier and equipping our journalists with modern
tools to innovate around content.
“Our regions are more important than ever. That’s
why we have created regional editor roles rather
than just having editors attached to a print product.
“Our audience across the region has grown and we
need editors who can focus on local content across
all platforms as digital and mobile phones become
more popular.
“We have to build a digitally sustainable business
where the audience is at the heart of what we do.

To do this we need a significant gear
change to transform our newsrooms to stay
with our audiences and to grow them.”
Of the moves to fill 170 new positions,
Courtney says the company’s current
structures are built around “legacy”
newsrooms.
“The industry has changed, newsroom
tasks have changed, but structures have just
been tweaked here and there.
“We have started with a blank canvas to
design a newsroom that can deliver content Bernadette Courtney, with awards won by the
to a digital audience. The Daily News will Dominion-Post.
be served by a newsroom that is digitally
future where our news teams do what they do best,
focused while still recognising the importance of produce great content.
print.”
“It is an exciting time to be part of the
New news director roles have been created to look transformation. It is also an exciting time for the
after all commissioning of content across words, reader who can see the power of our storytelling
visuals, video, and graphics.
in many formats and have a bigger dialogue and
“This team will place social and audience at the interaction with us.
heart of the newsroom, which means thinking “We are very confident about the future.”
about how stories will appear on your smartphone
from the get go and sharing those stories with an
even larger audience using social media and other
here’s irony in the fact the Daily News is
tools.”
now printed at Petone. It’s where the
country’s first newspaper, The New
Commenting about what appears on Stuff and the
Zealand
Gazette, was published in 1840,
newspaper, she says there is “very little overlap in
what is consumed in print and online at this stage. according to Buchanan in her Stop Press book.
We work very hard to have unique content for Fairfax has spent many millions updating its
print readers.”
Petone press plant, where it prints The Dominion
Is the Daily News facing some kind of end-game? Post, Manawatu Standard, Sunday Star-Times,
Sunday News and a string of community papers
“Absolutely not. The Daily News is in good including The Hutt News, Upper Hutt Leader,
health. Print is still a very important part of what Kapi- Mana News and Kapiti Observer.
we do and print advertising continues to work for
Another irony is where the extra printing capacity
many businesses.
came from – a near-new press centre the company
“Much investment has been made in to our built at Tullamarine near Melbourne…and then
regional and community papers with new designs abandoned.
and new content and top columnists.”
It was closed when all but one of Australia’s major
She says the transformation project is a massive broadsheet papers - including Melbourne Age and
undertaking for the Fairfax newsrooms. “Digital Sydney Morning Herald, once among the biggest
has touched all of our lives, particularly the speed classified advertising carriers in the world –
of access to information and content on a changed shape down to something called a
smartphone.
compact or Berliner (partly to avoid the yellow“Journalists have responded well to new press image of the similar-sized tabloid). Printing
technology that enables them to build their story moved to other, smaller plants.
with photo galleries, embed tweets and links and Buchanan did a tour of the Tullamarine space-age
video.
facility before it closed and what she saw of the
“While we appreciate change is difficult for dying age of newspaper printing brought tears.
everyone we are confident we are building a great

T

She noted that the Age’s old presses in town still
sat silent in an empty building, awaiting their fate.
One of them, she said, was 28 years old and worn
out.
Which begs the question: when the presses at
Petone have worn out 28 years from now, will
there be enough money left in the newspaper
business to replace them?
It will be 2043 – a year away from Philip Meyer’s
final vanishing newspaper.

